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The community is a large part of the work we
do. As a result of these critical community
partnerships, we are able to provide programs
outside of our clubs and in public spaces like
schools and community centres which better
serves children, youth and families.
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providing children

a safe space
during the most vulnerable
hours of the day

Safe, supportive places
for children and youth to
play, laugh, discover and learn

Life-changing programs
that promote
positive outcomes in
education, active living,
nutrition, and mental health

Relationships with 
caring adults that
foster belonging, personal
empowerment, achievement,
and self-confidence

Services that are
tailored to the needs
of individual communities



what will  you help  us  accomplish
Youth Program
There are always new projects that need support.
A large portion of the support that we get goes 
towards funding youth programs at the CLUB
as it operates entirely on community
contributions & grant funding. Keeping
the teen space free is a large portion of
our budget, but it is critical to ensuring
that all teens feel welcome in this space.

BGC Cochrane & Area has always had 
the philosophy that no child be turned
away. As a result our fees are the lowest they
can be & in cases like the CLUB they are 
completely free. In order to sustain this practice,
internal subsidies are provided out of our budget to 
accommodate families who would otherwise not be 
able to participate. A certain percentage of every 
donation we receive is allocated to this fund.

Support our Members

At certain points, we set aside funds &
donations for a special project or invest-
ment. These projects may be an event or

other large-scale expenditure, such as the
CLUB the purchasing of a bus. These items are not

available to us in our immediate budget or revenue
sources so we must set aside contributions.

Special Projects

Snack/ Program Up-keep
Snacks & general costs are another large portion
of our spending. Providing snacks for after school

care & teens at the CLUB is a large part of our
healthy lifestyles initiative & requires support

in order to be maintained. In some cases
we receive donations-in-kind to

supplement our budget. 
 .



what your contributions do...
When you donate to 
BGC Cochrane & Area
you can create, 
opportunity that 
changes everything.

giving a little can mean a lot...

Provide a
snack to
A teen &

child

sponsor
a teen's

outing

provide
cooking
classes

for a week

sponsor a
childs

week at
camp

keep the
lights on

across our
clubs for

a week

bring us
closer to

funding
special

projects



how does  donating  benefit  you . . .



Thank
You


